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Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons. DFI400RH also sold separately.

DHM-1380CH

DFI400RH 

Media Console

Opti-myst Cassette - Rocks

177.1 / 80.5

27 / 12.3 

781052 085541

781052 084728 

1 yr.

1 yr. 

63.2 x 16.9 x 24

20.5 x 23.2 x 13.4

160.5 x 43 x 61

52.1 x 58.9 x 34 

14.9

3.69 

0.42

0.10 

Debenham Media Console

GDSOPR-1380CH

This incredibly beautiful media console comes equipped with smoked glass doors, ample 
storage space and room to support a 60" flat panel TV. The optional smoked glass panel  
behind the realistic flame effect of our Dimplex patented Opti-myst technology enhances  
the smoke and mist of the Opti-myst flame. With or without heat the beauty of the Opti-myst 
flame can be appreciated from anywhere in the room. The simple lines of this media console  
appeal to consumers who appreciate timeless design.

Revolutionary ultrasonic technology is used to create the flame and smoke effect of the 
Dimplex Opti-myst. As the mist rises up through the rocks, the light reflects against the  
water molecules creating a convincing illusion of flames and smoke. The result is an  
appearance so authentic it will be mistaken for a real fire.

120 Volts / 1,200 Watts / 4,095 BTU

Flame
Revolutionary ultrasonic technology 
produces a fine mist to create the  
illusion of flames and smoke. 

Media Bed Options
Choose from logs molded from actual 
wood for incredible realism or white 
rocks for a contemporary effect.

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Easy Fill Water Reservoir 
Offers 12-14 hours of continuous 
operation before refilling.

Safe 
Completely safe, with no flame heat  
or emissions.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient.  

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you 
more time to enjoy your fireplace.

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.
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Also available in logs:  
GDSOPL-1380CH


